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Abstract

To improve a design for exploding ammunition for Airsoft use, we've disassembled and 
analyzed one of Tactical Game Innovation's (TAGinn™) exploding projectiles to learn how it works. 
The dis-assembly was successful and as a result we were able to produce a model of each part used in 
the projectile which will be informative when designing new exploding ammunition. Included in this 
document are links to the 3D model produced from this work.

The projectile examined was TAGinn's 'Reaper' mk1 projectile. Though they have produced a 
newer mk2 model of this projectile, we have not been able to obtain one; as such there may be some 
improvements in the mk2 model that would be worth examining in the future. The projectile is 
designed to detonate ~3 seconds after being launched from a proprietary launching shell, where in 
addition to fragmenting the projectile itself it also expels Airsoft BBs upon detonation.



Shown below is an exploded diagram with each individual part numbered. The remainder of 
this document contains notes about each part as needed. Drawings
are shown which contain measurements, which are in millimeters
unless specified otherwise.

Parts List

1. Front Shell Section

2. Foam Ring Seal

3. Plastic Ball

4. Compression Spring

5. Primary Explosive Holder

6. Primary Explosive Cap

7. Fuze Holder / Secondary Explosive Container Cap

8. Fuze

9. Secondary Explosive Container

10. Rear Shell Section



The front shell section is made of solid polyurethane foam, and has a hole in it to contain the plastic 
ball, compression spring, and primary explosive parts. The rear portion of this section is glued or 
otherwise adhered to the rear shell section. The foam seal ring is a simple 2.5mm polypropylene or 
other expanding foam and provides a firm seal between the two shell parts.



The compression spring is a very thin wire spring, which is one inch long and 0.5mm thick, with an 
outer diameter of about 9mm. The plastic ball is placed in front of the spring, while the primary 
explosive parts are behind. Being that the spring is very thin/weak, we suspect that it is designed 
merely to hold the ball away from the primary explosive before firing. When fired the spring is 
compressed by the propelled projectile and the inertia of the ball, which allows the ball to crash into the
primary explosive cap. As the ball hits the primary explosive cap it is compressed, which detonates the 
primary explosive.

As the projectile is fired, the ball presses the primary explosive cap into its holder, detonating the
primary explosive.



The primary explosive is contained within the primary explosive cap and is held in place with a small 
paper disk. This cap is then placed onto its holder. We suspect that when the cap is compressed against 
its holder, the paper disk crushes the primary explosive which detonates it. The three 'feet' on the 
bottom of the holder provide stability when resting on the fuze and fuze holder.



The fuze holder holds the fuze in place while also sealing the secondary explosive to prevent premature
detonation. The fuze is threaded through the center hole in the holder, and protrudes from both sides of 
the holder. The fuze holder is glued onto the secondary explosive container, which contains about one 
gram of explosive compound. We suspect that the front portion of the holder prevents overpressure 
inside the projectile after the primary explosive is detonated and to allow for some oxygen to burn the 
fuze.



The rear shell section is made of polyurethane foam and contains most of the other parts. It has rifled 
ridges on its exterior that mate with a corresponding launcher shell. In addition to holding the other 
parts, there are nine holes around the secondary explosive which hold 54 Airsoft BBs.



Links

3D Model: http://airsoftrnd.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/ReaperMK1RoundAssembly.zip

TAGinn Website: http://taginn.com/


